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Engineering Systems for 
Health, Security and the Environment

Prof. Giovanni De Micheli    –   Program Leader
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Objectives

• Creating a collaborative research program
– Micro/nano-system engineering for 

tera-scale distributed embedded system design

• Developing an educational program
– New courses and curricula

• Constructing demonstrators of the technology
– Engineer complex systems

• Transferring results to the Swiss Industry
– Involve industry as R&D partner

Health, Security and Environment Systems Engineering 
for the well being of humans by: 
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Vision
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Interplay of enabling technologies
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Technical Scope
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Relevance for Switzerland

• Promote engineering as a profession
– Educate, retain and retrain engineers

• Foster the reindustrialization of Switzerland
– New job and start-up opportunities
– Product redesign through new technologies

• Federate research at various institutions
– Federal, Cantonal and Technical Universities, 

as well as Research Centers
– Establish links to CCMX, CCES, QP NANO, MICS, ManuFuture
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Application areas

• Wearable systems
– Monitor human body: sportsmen, elderly, sick
– Disease prevention and advanced therapy

• Ambient systems
– Monitor environment through distributed sensing
– Enhance security on the individual and population

• Remote systems
– Enable space and ocean monitoring
– Perform micro-experiments in remote environments

Source: Interactive Architecture
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Wearable Embedded Systems

• Wearable embedded computing:

– High-performance, power-efficient
– Non-intrusive, embedded into small personal 

device

• Wearable embedded systems require novel 
technologies for:

– Sensing and bio-interfaces
– Wireless body area networks for pervasive 

computing
– Integration for small-form factor
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Ambient Systems

• Wireless sensor networks

– Environmental monitoring, ambient web
– Extended to the physical/molecular level 

with bio-sensing

• Security of the elderly by ubiquitous connectivity

– In the home, car, territory
– Positioning, proximity to danger, alerts

• Means for tracking diseases and disasters

– Migratory bird flu
– Floods, avalanches, tidal waves, …

Source: MICS
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Remote Systems
• Nano/Pico-satellites

– Small, cheap, application-specific
– Swarms of satellites
– Inspector satellites piggy-backed on larger 

satellites

• Applications
– Environmental monitoring
– Scientific experimentation

• Pico-satellites require a new set of electronic 
components

– Higher integration, lighter, ultra-low power
– Application-specific micro-systems for space

Source: ESA for the large satellite, Aalborg 
University for the picosat, montage EPFL
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Enabling Technologies
• Micro/Nano electronics

– Novel functional materials and processing means
– Enable ubiquitous distributed computation

• Sensors
– Biological and inorganic sensors
– Front end of health and environmental systems

• MEMS/NEMS
– Technology hybridization
– Energy sources and harvesting

• Software and Systems
– Reliable multi-processors software systems
– Large-scale information management

• Information and Communication
– Large-scale information processing
– Data security in ubiquitous wireless communication
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Micro/Nano-system Technology

• Micro/nano circuits provide the underlying computing/communication 
mechanisms

– New materials to improve current technologies
– New device structures for computing, storage and sensing
– New circuit patterning means 

• Hybridize micro-technologies with revolutionary nano-technologies
– Integrated computation and sensing
– New functionality
– New circuits and architectures

n-M O S FET polyS iN W

Source: EPFL
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Sensors: Convergence on the Nano Scale
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at this slide from the US alliance for nanotech in cancer treatment. 
We see a log scale in units of nanometer = 1 billionth of a meter. Anorganic molecules have dimensions of that order and Bio moloecules range between 10…10000 nanometer. 
A chip is measured in cm but a transistor or a sensing element today measures less than 100nm and will soon reach 10 nm. This means that the ICT components can electrically and chemically start to communicate with nerves and neurons as is seen on this picture from 
Gelsinger  INtel: The things we build at the transistor level are now smaller than all of the components that are the basis of life—proteins, genes, DNA. We can start analyzing at the single DNA level. This is the deep biological science. We have world‘s greatest chemists and physicists and the finest analytical tools on the planet. We added a few biologists in with them and we’re getting great results. We can do a single DNA analysis or a single protein analysis. We can detect protein deviations that have never been analyzed before.
Electronic News: What you’re talking about is approaching the quantum level. Is that correct?�Gelsinger: Yes. You’re literally at the single protein level, looking for deviations that have never been analyzed before. You can combine that with spectrometers and weight measurement. But now you can actually look at the shape of a protein. Instead of watching the onset of cancer or some other disease in two years, when your body is filled with it, you can actually detect the first change. Today, when you’re doing DNA tests, you’re looking for statistical deviations at a minimum of 10,000 stands of DNA. We’re talking about 10,000 versus one—being able to detect at the single level versus the broad statistical level. The key, we believe, to treatment of many life-threatening diseases is early diagnosis.
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MEMS/NEMS

• Micro/Nano Electro-Mechanical Systems
– Seamless integration of mechanical and electrical 

devices

• Sensors and actuators
– Micro-mechanical feedback systems

• Advanced biochemical systems
– Drug delivery

– Artificial organs

• Integrated micro/nano-fluidics
– Lab on chip
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University of California at Berkeley & 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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Software and Systems
Tera-scale distributed information systems require novel tools and
concepts at the levels of:

• Algorithm development
– Exploiting large-scale concurrency
– Security (from system conception to implementation)

• Software infrastructure
– Predictability
– Dependability

• Large-system infrastructure
– Processing, storage and retrieval
– Self-organization and resource awareness
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Information and Communication

• Wireless sensor networks

– Efficient transmission and processing of (large scale) 
information gathered by large number of sensors 

– Transmission security and reliability
– Ultra-low-power transceiver architectures

• High-end wireless communications

– High-complexity signal processing
– VLSI implementations
– Adaptation to wearable, ambient and remote systems
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Educational Mission

• The educational component is an integral part on the nano-tera.ch initiative

– The breadth of the domain requires new teaching ways
– Create interdisciplinary courses and curricula
– Develop advanced courses

• Inter-university graduate-level programs

– Leveraging resources at various institution

• Continuing education courses and retraining courses for industry

– Promoting engineering as a profession
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Swiss competences
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World-Wide Positioning

Holst
The Netherelands
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Belgium

LETI
France

UC Berkeley,
Stanford
UC San Diego
CA, USA

By linking bio-sensing into wireless networks, 
nano-tera.ch has a unique positioning in the world

Scientific exchanges

World-wide impact

Waseda
Japan
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Some echoes from the press

© nano-tera.ch
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Conclusions

• An ambitious collaborative project

– Various universities and research centers
– Involvement of local industry

• Engineer complex systems by leveraging micro/nano-system technology

• A social objective to create enthusiasm among students and support from the 
people

• Creation of new products, jobs and growth
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For more information: www.nano-tera.ch
Spokesperson:

Prof. Giovanni De Micheli

EPFL, Building INF 341, Station 14, Lausanne 1015, Switzerland

ph: +41 21 693 0912, fax: +41 21 693 0909

http://www.nano-tera.ch/members/giovanni.demicheli.html

Executive director:

Dr. Peter E. Bradley

EPFL, Building INF 330, Station 14, Lausanne 1015, Switzerland

ph: +41 21 693 8162, fax: +41 21 693 0909 

http://www.nano-tera.ch/members/peter.bradley.html

http://www.nano-tera.ch/
http://www.nano-tera.ch/members/giovanni.demicheli.html
http://www.nano-tera.ch/members/peter.bradley.html
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